1. Score along all the broken lines to help make folding easier.

2. Carefully cut out the piece along the outside edge of the graphic and grey tab lines, as well as the cutlines inside the images (marked with the magenta line).

3. Fold along the the scored lines and carefully tape edges together.
1. Score along all the broken lines to help make folding easier.
2. Carefully cut out the piece along the outside edge of the graphic and grey tab lines, as well as the cutlines inside the images (marked with the magenta line).
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1. Score along all the broken lines to help make folding easier.
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3. Fold along the scored lines and carefully tape edges together.

Place around river red gum
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1. Score along all the broken lines to help make folding easier.
2. Carefully cut out the piece along the outside edge of the graphic and grey tab lines, as well as the cutlines inside the images (marked with the magenta line).
3. Fold along the scored lines and carefully tape edges together.
1. Score along all the broken lines to help make folding easier.
2. Carefully cut out the piece along the outside edge of the graphic and grey tab lines, as well as the outlines inside the images (marked with the magenta line).
3. Fold along the scored lines and carefully tape edges together.